
 
Demo Day: Tuesday, July 29 9:30 a.m-4:30 p.m. EDT 

Girls Preparatory School (GPS) 205 Island Avenue, Chattanooga, TN 37405 
 
Feetz is a 3D printing manufacturer and retailer that create custom-fit footwear for 
consumers of all shoe sizes. Using patented algorithms and snapshots from the 
customer’s phone, Feetz integrates custom sizing measurements with individual 
design preferences to bring comfort, fit and style into each pair of hyper-customized 
shoes. 
 
Lathon Technologies is a producer of affordable dual material desktop 3D printers. 
The company’s leading product, the Lathon 3D Printer, is a dual-nozzle large format 
printer that prints multi-material parts faster and larger than current desktop printers 
on the market. 
 
SeamBot is an additive manufacturing technology for clothing makers and crafters 
worldwide. The platform uses automation technology from the textile industry to enable 
the rapid creation of clothes and textile products 
 
The Fab Cloud is a web platform that facilitates project collaboration between partners 
and customers in the additive manufacturing industry. This online network connects 
users with additive project proposals to equipment owners who are looking for clients, 
while equipping both parties with successful case studies to guide the way. 
 
TrakTek 3D is a mobile manufacturing facility that uses advanced 3D printing to 
create an array of metal and polymer-based parts on-demand and on-site at the 
location of clients’ choosing. This innovative new platform drastically reduces lead-time, 
while bringing lightweight, customized parts to consumers in industries ranging from 
equestrian sports to automotive racing. 
 
3DOps is a 3D printing manufacturer that provides contract medical devices for pre-
surgical planning. Using patient-specific data, the company creates anatomical 3D 
models that enable surgeons to plan procedures before operating on patients. 
 
Nestegg Bio is a biotech solutions provider that leverages 3D printing to spur 
advancements in biomedicine. Using patent-pending technology, the company provides 
non-toxic scaffolding to the pharmaceutical and research industries – enabling them to 
make informed decisions about which products to fund and reducing the cost of bring 
a single drug to market. 
 
KORHealth is a mobile platform that engages healthcare providers, patients and 
families in pursuing better health outcomes. This cloud-based solution is designed to 
educate consumers about positive health choices, inspire healthier behaviors and 
empower patients to participate in their own care. 
 
Cognitics Inc. is big data driven solution applied to improve mental health conditions. 
This cost-effective technology is designed to support highly under-diagnosed conditions 
such as PTSD, Alzheimer’s Disease, MTBI and depression, which can be difficult to 
manage for patients, families, care providers and the healthcare system. 



 
Playorities is a health and wellness technology solution for childhood obesity 
prevention service providers. This interactive, social engagement platform inspires kids 
and their families to live healthy lives by rewarding them for meeting milestones while 
measuring the child's progress and wellness outcomes for healthcare providers. 
 
GridCure is a smart grid software analytics provider that focuses on security and 
operation management. The company offers solutions to power utilities that want to 
take full advantage of the enormous amounts of data their grids are generating. 
 

 
Demo Day: Thursday, August 21, 2:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. CDT 

Schermerhorn Symphony Center 1 Symphony Place, Nashville, TN 37201 
 
Healthcare MarketMaker (Nashville, TN) is a cloud-based marketplace that 
empowers buyers and sellers of medical and dental practices.  About 33% or 
400,000 physicians will retire in the next ten years and Healthcare MarketMaker will 
not only assist in helping those physicians exit medicine but, more importantly, will 
provide entering physicians with tools to manage the value of their practices during 
their career. 
 
PinPtr (Nashville, TN-Vanderbilt University’s Center for Technology Transfer and 
Commercialization) is a precision positioning platform aiming to bring low-cost, 
centimeter-scale 3D location information to applications where accuracy matters. 
Think driver-less cars, drone navigation, collision avoidance, and land surveying, all in a 
single, easy to use, one size fits all solution. 
 
WoodGoods (Nashville, TN) is a manufacturer with an online marketplace to browse, 
build, and buy custom hardwood products on-demand. 
 
LingoLift (Nashville,TN) Is a language exchange platform, matching you to native 
speakers from different cultures for peer-to-peer live video chat. 
 
Applyance (Nashville, TN) is the application engine that transforms boredom into 
efficiency by giving users the power of simplicity. Applyance provides a common 
application process that is simple, enjoyable and smart, and ensures you never answer 
the same question twice. 
 
Skill Spectrum (Nashville, TN) connects a pre-vetted pool of high-caliber students to 
companies for projects, internships, and full-time positions. We reduce inefficiencies in 
the hiring and on-boarding process while preparing students for their careers through 
frequent, real-world work experience. 
 
Aloncii (Nashville, TN-Pre-Flight Program at the Nashville Entrepreneur Center) 
Revitalizing couture and moving fashion forward with fabulous shoes made just for you. 
 
Spotwise (Nashville, TN) provides a real-time parking management platform that 
allows cities and private operators to generate more revenue as well as reduce costs. 
They set up smart cameras that monitor parking spots automatically via a computer 
vision algorithm. They stream data collected from the camera into an intuitive 



dashboard so that area managers can make sense of the information, and eventually 
they plan to roll this data out to drivers looking for spots as well. 
 
Octovis (Nashville, TN) is removing the impediment of technology in patient 
encounters. Often the clinician spends a majority of their day inputting data into an EHR 
that reduces the time to see and interact with patients. They give them back their 
efficiency with our HIPAA/HITECH compliant data collection services on Google Glass, 
pushing patient data into the EHR real-time. 
 
Beyond Right Now Technologies (Chattanooga, TN-Y-12 National Security Complex 
Innovation Competition) Platform of products for agriculture perimeter security 
enhanced with automated drone suite to reduce crop damage from mammalian pests 
and human theft.   

 
 
 

 

Tuesday, August 12th 2014  
 

 
APLAIR Manufacturing Solutions - Software and hardware integrated systems that 
utilize infrared and laser technologies to improve quality control in assembling sub-
components of automobiles and detect discrepancies to prevent the production of 
defective/non-conforming materials 
 
Clodico - Powerful and environmentally friendly odor control and biocide product that 
has the power to completely eradicate smoke and other odors from cars, thereby 
restoring the market value of the car 
 
Cyberloop - Software and hardware application ("ISAAC")  that connects to a car’s 
onboard diagnostics port to add predictive safety, navigation and other features to old 
and new model cars 
 
GrowPlastic - Oak Ridge National Lab technology that uses the complex polymer lignin 
to produce a non-petroleum-based 100% biodegradable plastic which can be used in 
making light-weight car components 
 
InDrive – New technology that utilizes a torque converter to generate electricity 
and provide auxiliary power for a hybrid or electric vehicle 
 
NoWire – New technology developed by Oak Ridge National Lab that provides wireless 
power transfer of electrify to charge any device or moveable object  
 
PlateMatch – Self-learning license plate reading technology developed by theUniversity 
of Tennessee  
 
 
 
 



 
Demo Day: Thursday, August 14 2:00-5:00 p.m. CDT 

Memphis Bioworks Foundation, 20 Dudley St, Memphis, TN 38103 
 
 

Blood Monitoring Solutions (Vanderbilt University) Created a tracking system device 
that reduces the amount of blood that is wasted in hospitals due to compliance 
parameters. 
  
EndoInsight (Vanderbilt University) Uses patented technology to develop a low-cost 
carbon dioxide insufflation system that will help reduce the pain and discomfort 
associated with colonoscopies. 
  
Innometrix (Starkville, Mississippi) Developed a diagnostic technology that produces 
a biomechanical snapshot of the female pelvic floor that will give physicians better data 
prior to surgery. 
  
Compression Kinetics (Chapel Hill, NC) Created a compression sleeve that uses a 
shape memory alloy to create a pressure wave to increase circulation throughout the 
human body and decrease peripheral edema.  

 
 

 

 
Demo Day: Tuesday, August 5- 4:00-7:00 p.m. EDT 

Square Room in Market Square, 4 Market Square, Knoxville, TN 37902 
 
Adagio (Chattanooga, TN) Adagio lets professional and aspiring musicians manipulate 
multi-track audio recordings in a simple, intuitive interface on any device. 
 
Artist Gig (Knoxville, TN) empowers musicians and fans to create and distribute high-
quality recordings of their favorite performances -- both easily and legally. 
 
Closeup.fm (Knoxville, TN) is a direct-to-fan touring app that helps hard-working bands 
and solo artists book concerts with their fans. 
 
Endwo (Knoxville, TN) is a Pandora-type platform for news. Based on previous reviews 
of content and the ratings from various other users automatically filter content to a 
user's feed. 
 
iSpotlight (Knoxville, TN)- is a mobile app that aggregates news, social media, videos, 
and merchandise for athletes, musicians, and celebrities. 
 
ParOne (Knoxville, TN) is a digital signage company that’s building a marketplace for 
retailers to manage their own signs – focused first on the golf sectors. 



 
StreetJelly (Knoxville, TN) is an online live music venue where musician’s stream 
performances to an interactive audience for tip money. 
 
Stuart Jones Media (Knoxville, TN)- video production at its finest.  
 
Vuture (Knoxville, TN) is the only iOS App with patent pending process that allows 
users to send unlimited video messages to anyone's email, phone, or facebook at a 
specified date and time. 
 

 
 

Demo Day: Thursday, August 21  
Orpheum Theater, 203 S Main Street, Memphis, TN 38103 

 
*= denotes companies in the Social Entrepreneurship track  

 
Troopto is a group-gifting platform for coworkers.  
 
Mira helps people decide what to wear through crowd sourced polls and personalized 
advice from fashion bloggers. 
 
Well Done Systems provides a full function, cloud based point-of-sale (POS) system for 
the restaurant industry to run on any Windows 8 devices, including a wide variety of 
tablets. 
 
Phase helps gamers set up gaming events by simplifying the process of picking a 
game, finding a time, and notifying their friends. 
 
ORB produces impact proof and bulletproof luggage that is designed and engineered 
to protect you and your essentials.   
 
Groundless allows customers to get video footage from 400 feet in the air by 
purchasing or renting our kit which includes our glider, computer with mapping 
technology, and antenna.  
 
Extra Rail helps rail car owners find storage on unused railroad tracks while railroad 
companies list unused tracks online so railcar owners can search for the best option.  
 
GraphStory offers fast, secure access to graph databasing using a software-as-a-
service model that makes them easy to pay for and customize.  
 
LogistAdvise allows companies to manage and find new transportation carriers that 
meet their supply chain requirements.  
 
eDivv furnishes a marketplace for trading extra beauty products that go unused and 
are accumulated by millions of women due to the increasing prevalence of monthly 
beauty subscription boxes, gifts with purchase, and free samples.  
 
Play-tag produces a wearable smart ID tag for dogs and a mobile app for humans that 



enables an invisible leash, LED alert system for safety, and provides vital health 
information about the pet.   
 
BarterSugar empowers people to barter for services and items they need in exchange 
for the skills and resources they already possess.   
 
Cabsolutely connects travelers for cab sharing in order to save time and money with a 
mobile app that interfaces with cab companies. 
 
*The College Initiative provides college-capable, low-income students with the tools 
and mentorship they need to successfully apply to and succeed in college.  
 
*Care2Manage coordinates care for families of aging loved ones by connecting 
families to social workers and local elder care resources that organize their total 
health care needs. 
 
*CoreFire delivers experiential entertainment events that entertain, energize, and 
engage students and adults to ignite a passion for professional and personal growth.  
 
*FuelFilm provides filmmakers with the resources and mentorship they need to tell 
their stories in innovative and profitable ways. 
 
*Udigg combines urban dance (jookin and ballet) with entrepreneurial training to 
empower and advance the underserved by creating pathways for higher education and 
artist development. 
 
 


